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Abstract A method is introduced to represent an ensemble

of conformers of a protein by a single structure in torsion

angle space that lies closest to the averaged Cartesian coor-

dinates while maintaining perfect covalent geometry and on

average equal steric quality and an equally good fit to the

experimental (e.g. NMR) data as the individual conformers

of the ensemble. The single representative ‘regmean struc-

ture’ is obtained by simulated annealing in torsion angle

space with the program CYANA using as input data the

experimental restraints, restraints for the atom positions

relative to the average Cartesian coordinates, and restraints

for the torsion angles relative to the corresponding principal

cluster average values of the ensemble. The method was

applied to 11 proteins for which NMR structure ensembles

are available, and compared to alternative, commonly used

simple approaches for selecting a single representative

structure, e.g. the structure from the ensemble that best ful-

fills the experimental and steric restraints, or the structure

from the ensemble that has the lowest RMSD value to the

average Cartesian coordinates. In all cases our method found

a structure in torsion angle space that is significantly closer to

the mean coordinates than the alternatives while maintaining

the same quality as individual conformers. The method is

thus suitable to generate representative single structure

representations of protein structure ensembles in torsion

angle space. Since in the case of NMR structure calculations

with CYANA the single structure is calculated in the same

way as the individual conformers except that weak positional

and torsion angle restraints are added, we propose to repre-

sent new NMR structures by a ‘regmean bundle’ consisting

of the single representative structure as the first conformer

and all but one original individual conformers (the original

conformer with the highest target function value is discarded

in order to keep the number of conformers in the bundle

constant). In this way, analyses that require a single structure

can be carried out in the most meaningful way using the first

model, while at the same time the additional information

contained in the ensemble remains available.

Keywords Regularization � NMR structure � CYANA �
REGMEAN � CYRANGE

Introduction

Traditionally, the NMR solution structure of a protein is

represented by a bundle of conformers that are calculated

using identical input data but starting from different ran-

domized initial conformations. Structure bundles are a

means to represent multiple conformations that are com-

patible with the experimental data, for instance in the case

of side-chains or loops, and they can be useful to convey an

impression of how well the experimental data determines

the 3D structure, although the spread of a structure bundle

represents in practice only its precision rather than the

accuracy (Zhao and Jardetzky 1994). On the other hand, it

is often desirable to represent a protein structure by a single

‘‘representative conformer’’ as it is done, for instance, for

X-ray crystal structures, and is required for many analyses

of protein structures, or for their use in the modeling of
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protein–ligand complexes in pharmaceutical research

(Pellecchia et al. 2002).

Various approaches to obtain a single representative

structure from an ensemble of structures have been used and

compared (Dukka 2009; Nilges et al. 1988; Sutcliffe 1993;

Thomas and Pastore 2005). One of the ensemble members

can be selected as the representative structure, for example

the ‘‘best conformer’’ that violates least the experimental

restraints or has the lowest energy, or the ‘‘conformer closest

to the mean’’ that has the smallest RMSD to the mean

coordinates obtained by averaging the Cartesian coordinates

after superimposing the ensemble members for minimal

RMSD. The mean coordinates themselves, although by

definition representing the center of a bundle of structures in

conformation space, are not suitable because the averaging

results in deviations of the covalent structure from optimal

values and steric clashes. Alternatively, a new ‘‘regularized

mean structure’’ can be calculated that should be close to the

mean coordinates but has ideal covalent geometry and is in

good agreement with the experimental data and stereo-

chemical requirements. This approach has been imple-

mented in Cartesian space by calculating the mean structure

of the ensemble followed by restrained energy refinement to

rectify the structure (Nilges et al. 1988). Because the regu-

larization takes place in Cartesian space, care has to be taken

to avoid that no unacceptably large residual distortions of the

covalent structure remain after the restrained energy refine-

ment. This problem is compounded by the fact that most

protein structures contain unstructured regions for which

coordinate averaging results in particularly large deviations

from ideal polypeptide geometry.

Here we present a new method that works in torsion angle

space and thus preserves the covalent geometry exactly. Our

approach is very similar to a standard CYANA structure cal-

culation (Güntert et al. 1997). It is carried out starting from

random initial structures rather than from the averaged coor-

dinates, and uses the same experimental restraints as for the

original structure calculation. The experimental restraints are

supplemented by weak restraints that guide the structure as

close towards the mean structure of the bundle as it is com-

patible with the rigidly maintained covalent structure. The

method does not aim at improving the precision or accuracy of

a structure.

Materials and methods

Regularized mean structure

To compute the regularized mean structures in torsion angle

space, we implemented a new algorithm, REGMEAN, into

the CYANA software package for NMR structure determi-

nation (Güntert 2009; Güntert et al. 1997). The REGMEAN

algorithm (Fig. 1) performs a structure calculation using

simulated annealing by molecular dynamics simulation in

torsion angle space. The original protein sequence is exten-

ded by a sterically invisible, flexible linker and an artificial

pseudo-residue that is internally rigid and comprises all

atoms of the reference structure to which the regularized

mean structure should be as close as possible. The REG-

MEAN algorithm automatically appends an entry for the

artificial pseudo-residue to the standard CYANA residue

library. In contrast to the library entries for normal amino

acid residues that contain torsion angle definitions for the

internal degrees of freedom of an amino acid residue, the

artificial pseudo-residue is rigid and has no rotatable torsion

angles. It thus maintains the reference conformation exactly

throughout the structure calculation.

For the purpose of computing a regularized mean structure,

the reference conformation consists of the mean coordinates

of the backbone atoms N, Ca, and C0 of the ordered residues

that can be well superimposed globally, as determined by the

CYRANGE algorithm for the objective identification of res-

idue ranges for the superposition of protein structures

(Kirchner and Güntert 2011). Alternatively, the subset of

protein atoms for the calculation of the mean coordinates can

be chosen explicitly. The individual conformers of the input

structure bundle are superimposed on the first one for minimal

backbone RMSD of the ordered residues, and the mean

coordinates are obtained as the arithmetic mean over the

bundle of superimposed conformers. Note that for other

applications of this torsion angle space regularization algo-

rithm, the reference structure may be chosen differently. For

instance, to adapt a single protein structure that was originally

computed with other software, e.g. an X-ray crystal structure,

to the standard geometry of CYANA, the reference structure

would be the entire original structure rather than the mean

backbone coordinates of a structure bundle.

The input data for the calculation of the regularized

mean structure is then augmented by upper bounds of

0.01 Å between all corresponding atoms in the protein and

in the reference structure. These additional distance

restraints are applied with a minute weight of 0.01 relative

to the weight of the experimental NOE distance restraints.

In addition, torsion angle restraints are generated for all

torsion angles that are defined by non-hydrogen atoms for

which coordinates are available in the input structure

bundle. To this end, the average value / and the standard

deviation r/ of a torsion angle are calculated taking into

account the periodicity:

/ ¼ arg
X

j

ei/j ð1Þ

r/ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX

j

min /j � /
�� ��; 2p� /j � /

�� ��� �2
:

s
ð2Þ
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The sums run over all conformers in the input structure

bundle, and arg denotes the argument of a complex num-

ber, i.e. arg z ¼ / ðmod 2pÞ for a complex number

z ¼ aei/. Equations (1) and (2) give meaningful results if

the torsion angle has a unimodal distribution but can be

misleading for a torsion angle whose values fall into

multiple, distinct clusters, as it occurs frequently for side-

chain torsion angles. Therefore, also bimodal average

values /1 (for the more populated cluster) and /2 and the

corresponding standard deviation rð2Þ/ are calculated as

described in the Appendix. If r/� 2:5rð2Þ/ or if the largest

cluster of torsion angle values comprises less than half of

the conformers, then a unimodal distribution is assumed

and the torsion angle is restrained to the range

/1 �maxð1:5r/; 10�Þ. Otherwise, the more populated

cluster of the bimodal distribution is used to restrain the

torsion angle to the range /1 �maxð1:5rð2Þ/ ; 10�Þ. These

torsion angle restraints are applied with a small weight of

0.02 relative to the standard weight for experimental tor-

sion angle restraints.

Fig. 1 Flowchart of the

REGMEAN algorithm
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The parameters 2.5, 1.5, and 10� are default values that

have been used for all calculations of this paper, but can be

changed if necessary. Small (±25%) variations of these

parameters did not lead to significant changes of the

results. The threshold of 2.5 in the condition r/� 2:5rð2Þ/

for discriminating between unimodal and bimodal distri-

butions was chosen such that a (narrower) torsion angle

restraint based on the more populated cluster of the

bimodal distribution is chosen only if the bimodality is

very clear. In all other cases, a more conservative (wider)

restraint is based on the distribution of all torsion angle

values in the bundle. The scaling factor 1.5 for the width of

the restraint relative to the standard deviation of the torsion

angle values was chosen such that on average the allowed

ranges of the restraints include more than 85% of the tor-

sion angle values in the input conformers. A minimal half-

width of 10� was chosen to avoid extremely narrow torsion

angle restraints in the case of locally tight input structure

bundles.

With the additional distance and torsion angle restraints

that are designed to guide the structure towards reference

coordinates, a structure calculation is performed using the

same experimental input data and parameters (e.g. number

of torsion angle dynamics steps) as the structure calculation

that yielded the input structure bundle. The structure cal-

culation is started from 25 conformers with random torsion

angle values. Since the additional restraints have a very

low weight, they interfere only marginally with the original

experimental restraints, and in general it is possible to find

solutions that fulfill the latter as well as in the conventional

structure calculation without additional restraints. Rather,

the additional restraints serve to select among all (almost)

equally good solutions the one that is closest to the mean

coordinates but in perfect agreement with the standard

geometry. The conformer with the lowest final target

function is chosen as the regularized mean structure

determined by the REGMEAN algorithm, to which we

refer as the ‘regmean structure’.

This conformer forms, together with the n - 1 con-

formers with lowest target function values among the

n = 20 conformers of the input structure bundle, a new

bundle consisting of a single representative structure as the

first conformer and all but one of the original individual

conformers. This ‘regmean structure bundle’ or ‘regmean

bundle’ provides a simultaneous single-structure and

ensemble representation of protein NMR structures in

torsion angle space.

Multi-domain proteins

The aforementioned procedure to produce a regularized

mean structure in torsion angle space needs to be modified

for proteins with multiple domains whose relative orien-

tation is less well defined than the structures of the indi-

vidual domains. In this case, the CYRANGE algorithm

yields separate well-defined residue ranges for the indi-

vidual domains. For each of these domains, a separate

mean structure is computed by superimposing the back-

bone coordinates of the corresponding ordered residues.

Accordingly, the REGMEAN algorithm extends the pro-

tein sequence by multiple sterically invisible, flexible

linkers and artificial pseudo-residues, one for each domain,

and adds an entry for each artificial pseudo-residue to the

standard CYANA residue library. As a result of minimiz-

ing the deviation from all domain-specific mean structures

simultaneously, the REGMEAN algorithm still produces a

single regularized mean structure, which is in optimal

agreement with the mean coordinates of all domains.

Multimeric proteins and complexes

The REGMEAN algorithm is also applicable to multi-

component systems, for example symmetric dimers, and

protein–protein complexes. These can be treated in the

same way as monomeric proteins with one or several

domains.

Alternative single structure representations

of a structure bundle

Three alternatives to our torsion angle space regularized

mean structure were considered. (1) The unregularized

mean coordinates (‘mean’) obtained by computing the

arithmetic mean of the coordinates of the individual con-

formers of the structure bundle after optimally superim-

posing the individual conformers onto the first conformer

for lowest RMSD values of the backbone atoms N, Ca, C0

in the ordered region of the protein. This structure lies

optimally in the center of the structure bundle but distor-

tions of the covalent geometry and violations of confor-

mational and steric restraints resulting from the coordinate

averaging make it unsuitable to represent the NMR solu-

tion structure of a protein. (2) The individual conformer

from the structure bundle that has the best CYANA target

function value (‘best conformer’). (3) The individual con-

former from the structure bundle that is closest to the mean

(‘closest conformer’). This structure generally fulfills the

conformational restraints similarly well as other conform-

ers from the bundle, and is located closest to the mean

among the individual conformers of the structure bundle.

This choice of a representative structure has the advantage

that it is defined by the coordinates of the structure bundle

alone. This structure fulfills best the conformational

restraints among the conformers of the structure bundle but

is not necessarily located near the center of the structure
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bundle. Note that the mean coordinates (1) and the closest

conformer have the additional disadvantage that for multi-

domain proteins they do not define a single representative

conformer but in general different ones for each domain,

whereas the best conformer and the regmean structure are

both single structures that represent sensibly the complete

multi-domain protein.

NMR data sets

Single structure representations were assessed for NMR

structure bundles of 11 proteins for which the NMR solu-

tion structure had been determined earlier, and which are

referred to by four-letter acronyms (Table 1). The proteins

copz (Wimmer et al. 1999), cprp (Calzolai et al. 2005),

enth (López-Méndez and Güntert 2006; López-Méndez

et al. 2004), fsh2 (Scott et al. 2004, 2005), pbpa (Horst

et al. 2001), rhod (Pantoja-Uceda et al. 2005; Pantoja-

Uceda et al. 2004), and wmkt (Antuch et al. 1996) are

proteins with a well-defined single-domain structure. The

proteins cprp, enth, pbpa, and scam are predominantly a-

helical; wmkt and ww2d are pure b-sheet proteins; copz,

fsh2, rhod and smbp have mixed a/b secondary structure.

The protein fspo has an unusual, less well-defined fold with

little regular secondary structure (Pääkkönen et al. 2006).

The proteins scam and smbp are proteins with two domains

connected by a flexible linker, and smbp is one of the

largest proteins whose detailed structure has been solved

by NMR (Kainosho et al. 2006). The NMR data sets for

scam and smbp were obtained with the help of stereo-array

isotope labeling (SAIL). The protein ww2d forms a sym-

metric dimer (Ohnishi et al. 2007). The structures and the

corresponding restraints are available for download from

http://www.cyana.org/regmeandata.tgz.

Two structure bundles were considered for each of these

proteins: the final structure bundle, and the structure bundle

obtained in the initial cycle 1 of automated NOE assign-

ment and structure calculation (Herrmann et al. 2002) with

CYANA (Güntert 2003), i.e. all structures were recalcu-

lated using the experimental chemical shift lists, NOESY

peak lists, and (for cprp, pbpa, smbp, and ww2d) torsion

angle restraints. This enabled comparisons of the REG-

MEAN results for two structure bundles of different pre-

cision and quality for each of the proteins.

For comparison, we also applied the REGMEAN algo-

rithm to seven NMR data sets for the Northeast Structural

Genomics Consortium target proteins HR5460A (PDB code

2LAH), HR6430A (PDB code 2LA6), HR6470A (PDB code

2L9R), and OR36 (PDB code 2LCI) that were provided for the

Critical Assessment of Structure Determination by NMR

(CASD-NMR) project (Rosato et al. 2009, 2012). For all four

proteins the refined final data set was available. In addition,

unrefined, ‘‘raw’’ data sets were available for the proteins

HR6430A, HR6470A, and OR36. All data sets can be down-

loaded from http://www.wenmr.eu/wenmr/casd-nmr-data-sets.

The recalculation of structures with the standard CYA-

NA algorithm (Güntert 2009) used the original NOESY

peak lists for seven cycles of automated NOESY assign-

ment (Herrmann et al. 2002) and structure calculation by

torsion angle dynamics (Güntert et al. 1997), followed by a

Table 1 Summary of proteins and NMR data for which regularized mean structures were computed

Acronym PDB code Residues Distance restraints Angle restraints Ordered residues Helix (%) Sheet (%)

copz 1CPZ 68 1,013 – 3–7, 15–68 25 22

cprp 1U3 M 117 1,966 123 135–145, 155–200, 213–241 50 2

enth 1VDY 140 3,361 – 9–130 63 0

fsh2 1WQU 114 2,272 – 8–110 23 25

fspo 1VEX 56 796 – 614–666 0 14

pbpa 1GM0 142 2,150 148 9–142 63 0

rhod 1VEE 134 2,996 – 6–82, 86–125 37 10

scam 1X02 148 2,403 – 5–72; 85–145 66 0

smbp 2D21 370 3,768 462 126–224, 248–256, 331–370;

4–109, 261–309

43 6

wmkt 1WKT 88 1,368 – 3–88 0 40

ww2d 2DWV 2 9 49 1,611 44 2 9 14–43 0 22

Ordered residues were determined by the CYRANGE algorithm (Kirchner and Güntert 2011). In the case of proteins with multiple domains

(scam and smbp) the ranges for the individual domains are separated by semicolons. Percentages of residues in helices and b-sheets were

obtained from the HELIX and SHEET secondary structure records in the original PDB files given in the second column. Publications of the

original NMR structure determinations: copz (Wimmer et al. 1999), cprp (Calzolai et al. 2005), enth (López-Méndez and Güntert 2006; López-

Méndez et al. 2004), fsh2 (Scott et al. 2004, 2005), fspo (Pääkkönen et al. 2006), pbpa (Horst et al. 2001), rhod (Pantoja-Uceda et al. 2004, 2005),

scam and smbp (Kainosho et al. 2006), wmkt (Antuch et al. 1996), ww2d (Ohnishi et al. 2007)
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final structure calculation using only unambiguously

assigned NOE distance restraints. Structure calculations

were started from 100 (200 for the largest protein smbp)

conformers with random torsion angle values, 10,000

(15,000 for scam, 20,000 for smbp and ww2d) torsion

angle dynamics steps were applied, and from the resulting

bundles the 20 conformers with the lowest final target

function values were selected to form the NMR structure

bundle that represents the solution structure of the protein

and that was used as the input structure bundle for com-

puting the regularized mean structure.

Structure analysis

CYANA was used to obtain statistics on target function

values and restraint violations, and to compute RMSD

values. Target function values were computed for the

experimental and steric restraints. RMSD values for a

structure bundle were computed to the mean coordinates

after superposition of the backbone atoms N, Ca, and C0 of

the structured regions of the proteins, treating each domain

separately. For a bundle with n conformers the RMSD

reported is the average of the n RMSDs of the individual

conformers to the mean coordinates (not the average of the

n(n - 1)/2 pairwise values). The RMSD between two

bundles is the RMSD between their mean coordinates. The

program MOLMOL (Koradi et al. 1996) was used to

visualize 3D structures.

Structure validation

Various structure validation scores were evaluated with the

help of a new CYANA script, ‘validate’, that calls the

respective structure validation programs and collects their

results in a concise validation report. The following vali-

dation parameters were computed for each conformer of

the original structure bundles and for the regmean struc-

tures: (1) One of the scores (zp-comb) calculated by

ProSa2003 (Sippl 1993). (2) The Verify3D score (Bowie

et al. 1991; Lüthy et al. 1992). (3) The clashscore calcu-

lated by MolProbity, and the MolProbity score, which takes

into account steric clashes, and Ramachandran plot and

staggered rotamer outliers (Chen et al. 2010; Davis et al.

2004, 2007). (4) The packing, the Ramachandran plot

appearance, the v1/v2 rotamer normality, and the backbone

conformation quality scores of the WHAT_CHECK pro-

gram (Hooft et al. 1996). (5) The percentage of residues in

the most favored region of the Ramachandran plot (Rama

G-factor), and the v1 rotamer normality (Chi-1 G-factor), as

defined by the program PROCHECK-NMR (Laskowski

et al. 1996; Morris et al. 1992). (6) The LGscore and the

MaxSub score of the ProQ program (Wallner and Elofsson

2003).

Results and discussion

To evaluate the suitability of the REGMEAN algorithm to

provide representations of NMR solution structures, we

computed the regmean structure and the regmean structure

bundle, as well as the abovementioned alternative single

structure representations for 11 proteins, and compared them

with the corresponding original structure bundles (Fig. 2).

The ideal regularized mean structure would have a target

function value equal to or below the one of the best input

conformer, and would coincide perfectly with the mean

coordinates of the input structure bundle. The latter aim

cannot be met perfectly because the averaging introduces

into the mean coordinates deviations from ideal values of

bond lengths, bond angles, and planar groups, as well as

steric clashes. Some deviation of the regularized mean

structure from the mean coordinates must occur to avoid

these unrealistic situations. Here we show that the REG-

MEAN algorithm produces regularized mean structures that

fulfill the two simultaneous criteria of low target function

values and small RMSDs from the mean coordinates much

better than alternative single structure representations.

Table 2 shows the target function values of the original

structure (from the final structure calculation of the recal-

culation with automated NOESY assignment), mean

coordinates, best (lowest target function) original con-

former, the closest-to-mean original conformer, the (single)

regmean structure, and the regmean bundle for the 11

proteins. In all cases the target function value of the reg-

mean structure is among that of the best 8 (of all 20)

conformers of the input structure bundle (‘rank’ column in

Table 2). For seven of the 11 proteins the target function

value of the regmean structure is as good as or better than

for the best or second best input conformers. Relative to the

average target function values of the conformers of the

input conformers, the regmean target function values vary

between 7 and 106% with an average of 68%, but they

never exceed the maximal target function value of the input

structure bundle. Note that a relative target function value

above 100%, as in the case of pbpa, does not imply that the

regmean is worse than the original structure, since there are

still several input conformers with higher target function

values than the regmean structure. This shows that the

application of the additional restraints that direct the

structure towards the mean coordinates and the most pop-

ulated torsion angle ranges do not increase the violations of

the experimental restraints. Thus, the regmean structure

fulfills the experimental restraints equally well as the

majority of the individual conformers of the input structure

bundle. In contrast, the distortions inherent in the mean

coordinates lead to unrealistically high target function

values between 93 and 4.8 9 105 Å2. The particularly high

target function values for the mean coordinates of the
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Fig. 2 Simultaneous single-

structure and bundle

representation of structure

ensembles in torsion angle

space for 11 proteins (see

‘‘Materials and methods’’).

Proteins are identified by their

acronyms in Table 1. Individual

conformers are shown in blue,

the regularized mean structure

in red. Two separate

superpositions are shown for the

two-domain proteins scam and

smbp

Table 2 CYANA target function values (Å2)

Protein Reference bundle Mean Best Closest Regmean Regmean bundle Rank

copz 0.02 (0.02–0.03) 93 0.02 0.02 0.02 (88%) 0.02 (0.02–0.03) 7

cprp 1.95 (1.40–2.31) 3,575 1.40 1.56 1.42 (73%) 1.91 (1.40–2.31) 2

enth 0.32 (0.15–0.49) 5,793 0.15 0.15 0.12 (38%) 0.31 (0.12–0.44) 1

fsh2 1.41 (1.20–1.50) 375 1.20 1.20 1.08 (77%) 1.39 (1.08–1.50) 1

fspo 0.27 (0.05–0.54) 179 0.05 0.06 0.05 (19%) 0.25 (0.05–0.51) 2

pbpa 0.16 (0.05–0.22) 4,066 0.05 0.17 0.17 (106%) 0.16 (0.05–0.22) 8

rhod 0.76 (0.53–0.91) 854 0.53 0.56 0.53 (70%) 0.74 (0.53–0.91) 1

scam 0.46 (0.45–0.47) 3.6 9 105; 4.8 9 105 0.45 0.46; 0.48 0.46 (100%) 0.47 (0.45–0.48) 7

smbp 3.61 (3.06–3.95) 7,811; 9,116 3.07 3.10; 3.56 0.46 (100%) 0.47 (0.45–0.48) 7

wmkt 0.11 (0.01–0.20) 275 0.01 0.12 0.01 (7%) 0.10 (0.01–0.19) 2

ww2d 0.25 (0.08–0.40) 2,921 0.079 0.35 0.10 (39%) 0.24 (0.08–0.38) 2

Target function values were computed including all experimental and steric distance and torsion angle restraints given in Table 1 for the

following structures: ‘Reference bundle’, original structure bundle (from the final structure calculation of the recalculation with automated

NOESY assignment); ‘Mean’, mean coordinates; ‘Best’, original conformer with the lowest target function value; ‘Closest’, original conformer

that is closest to the mean coordinates; ‘Regmean’, regmean conformer; ‘Regmean bundle’, regmean structure bundle consisting of the regmean

conformer and the 19 original conformers with lowest target function values. For structure bundles the average and, in parentheses, the minimum

and the maximum value of the target function are given. For the two-domain proteins scam and smbp two values are given for the ‘Mean’ and

‘Closest’ structures, corresponding to the two domains given in Table 1. The percentage number given for the regmean structure denotes the

target function value relative to the average target function value of the reference structure bundle. The last column, ‘Rank’, indicates the

position at which the regmean structure was ranked among the reference conformers upon ordering according to increasing target function

values. For instance, rank 1 means that the regmean structure had a better (lower) target function value than the best conformer of the reference

structure
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two-domain protein scam result from the severe artifacts

that are introduced by averaging the coordinates of domain

2 after superposition of domain 1, and vice versa. The great

variation in the position of the domain that is not super-

imposed leads to a collapsed, overly compact set of its

mean coordinates with a very large number of steric cla-

shes. In more than 80% of the cases the regmean structure

has also a lower target function value than the input con-

former that is closest to the mean coordinates.

RMSD values for these structures in Table 3 show that

for all proteins the REGMEAN algorithm found a regu-

larized mean structure very close to the mean coordinates

of the original structure bundle (Fig. 2). The RMSD values

between the (single) regmean structure and the mean

coordinates of the original structure bundle varied between

a minimum of 0.04 Å for copz and a maximum of 0.37 Å

for fspo. These values are much smaller than the corre-

sponding average RMSD values of the original structure

bundles of 0.31 Å for copz and 1.20 Å for fspo. Over all 11

proteins the regmean RMSD values are between 7 and 33%

with an average of 23% of the corresponding RMSD values

of the input structure bundle. This proves that in all cases

there exists a structure that is very close to the mean

coordinates of the original structure bundle while main-

taining correct geometry and agreement with the experi-

mental data. For all proteins, the regmean structure fulfills

these conditions much better than the alternative choices of

the lowest target function conformer of the original

structure bundle (column ‘Best’ in Table 3) or the indi-

vidual conformer closest to the mean coordinates (column

‘Closest’ in Table 3). The RMSDs to the mean coordinates

for the closest conformer are 1.7–10 times (average 3.5

times) larger than for the regmean structure, and in general

even higher for the best conformer.

The regmean structure also lies at the center of the side-

chain conformations of the original structure bundle, or of

the principal cluster for a side-chain that adopts multiple

distinct groups of conformations in the input bundle, as

shown for one of the proteins (fsh2) in Fig. 3.

A comparison with respect to common structure vali-

dation scores between the regmean structures and the input

structures is shown in Fig. 4. It shows that in the large

majority of the cases the regmean structure lies roughly

centrally within the range of values obtained for the con-

formers of the input structure bundles, and at times it has

even obtained a better score. The number of cases in which

the regmean structure is located at the bottom end of the

range, or even outside, at an unfavorable score value (e.g.

the Molprobity score for pbpa), is small. Furthermore, there

appears to be no particular aspect of the regmean structure,

measurable by one of the calculated structure validation

scores, which differs from its counterpart in the original

structure bundle in all of the examined proteins. Conse-

quently, the regularization procedure described here gen-

erally yields structures which share the main characteristics

of their parent structure bundles.

Table 3 RMSD values (Å)

Protein Reference bundle Mean Best Closest Regmean Regmean bundle Regmean bundle

to reference

copz 0.31 (0.21–0.42) 0.00 0.27 0.21 0.04 (13%) 0.29 (0.04–0.42) 0.02

cprp 1.04 (0.80–1.58) 0.00 0.89 0.80 0.27 (26%) 0.99 (0.26–1.56) 0.06

enth 0.50 (0.35–0.78) 0.00 0.35 0.35 0.10 (20%) 0.47 (0.10–0.78) 0.03

fsh2 0.45 (0.36–0.58) 0.00 0.36 0.36 0.15 (33%) 0.43 (0.14–0.59) 0.03

fspo 1.20 (0.64–1.58) 0.00 1.43 0.63 0.37 (31%) 1.14 (0.35–1.60) 0.07

pbpa 0.67 (0.50–0.88) 0.00 0.67 0.51 0.11 (16%) 0.65 (0.11–0.86) 0.03

rhod 0.41 (0.27–0.55) 0.00 0.31 0.27 0.11 (27%) 0.40 (0.11–0.55) 0.02

scam 0.31 (0.22–0.49) 0.00 0.31 0.22 0.08 (26%) 0.30 (0.07–0.49) 0.02

0.30 (0.20–0.41) 0.00 0.40 0.20 0.02 (7%) 0.29 (0.03–0.41) 0.01

smbp 0.84 (0.56–1.20) 0.00 0.90 0.57 0.22 (26%) 0.81 (0.21–1.17) 0.04

0.54 (0.39–0.76) 0.00 0.41 0.40 0.17 (31%) 0.53 (0.17–0.76) 0.02

wmkt 0.59 (0.37–0.83) 0.00 0.56 0.37 0.13 (22%) 0.56 (0.13–0.83) 0.03

ww2d 0.27 (0.18–0.37) 0.00 0.22 0.18 0.07 (26%) 0.26 (0.06–0.37) 0.02

RMSD values were computed for the backbone atoms N, Ca, and C0 of the ordered residues given in Table 1. For the two-domain proteins scam

and smbp the two lines correspond to the two domains. For the ‘Reference bundle’ and the ‘Regmean bundle’ the average and, in parentheses, the

minimum and the maximum value of the RMSD of the 20 individual conformers to the corresponding mean coordinates are given. For the

‘Mean’, ‘Best’, ‘Closest’, and ‘Regmean’ structures the RMSD to the mean coordinates of the reference bundle is given. The last column,

‘Regmean bundle to reference’, gives the RMSD between the mean coordinates of the reference bundle and the mean coordinates of the regmean

bundle. The percentage number given for the regmean structure denotes the RMSD value relative to the average RMSD value of the reference

structure
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The regmean structure bundles formed by the single

regmean structure and the 19 lowest target function input

conformers have RMSD values to their mean coordinates

that are very similar to those of the input structure bundle,

and the RMSD shifts between the mean coordinates of the

two structure bundles is only 0.01–0.07 Å (Table 3). The

same holds true for the target function values (Table 2).

The regmean structure bundle is thus an equally valid

representation of the solution structure as the original

structure bundle, and has the additional advantage to pro-

vide as its first conformer a single structure representation

of the protein structure that lies as much as possible at the

center of the bundle.

A similar situation as shown in Tables 2 and 3 for

structures based on final structure bundles was observed

also for structures based on the structure bundles from the

initial cycle 1 of automated NOESY assignment with

CYANA. The cycle 1 bundles are less well-defined and

less in agreement with the experimental data than the final

structure bundles, and thus present potentially more diffi-

cult targets for the REGMEAN procedure. They exhibited

average target function values between 1.98 Å2 for pbpa

and 296 Å2 for smbp, and average RMSDs to the mean

coordinates between 0.56 Å for ww2d and 3.47 Å for

domain 1 of scam. Nevertheless, the REGMEAN algorithm

worked well also for the cycle 1 structures, for which it

yielded regmean structures with, on average, target func-

tion values of 74% (range 49–94%) and RMSD values of

49% (range 23–80%) of the original average values.

Remarkably, the target function value of the regmean

structure was in all cases better than that of the best ori-

ginal cycle 1 conformer.

For an independent comparison, we also applied the

REGMEAN algorithm to seven structures from the CASD-

NMR data sets (see ‘‘Materials and methods’’), which had

never been considered during the development of the

algorithm. The input structure bundles had average target

function values of 0.27–15.86 Å2, and average backbone

RMSDs to the mean coordinates of 0.06–0.31 Å for the

ordered regions. The REGMEAN algorithm yielded reg-

mean structures with target function values of 87–99% and

RMSD values of 11–60% of the original average values. In

Fig. 3 Illustration of

REGMEAN results for the v1

and v2 side chain torsion angles

of the protein fsh2. Red dots
represent torsion angle value of

the regmean structure, black
dots those of the 20 individual

conformers of the original

structure bundle
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all cases the target function value of the regmean structure

was among that of the best 3 (of all 20) conformers of the

input structure bundle. The algorithm thus yielded results

comparable to those of Tables 2 and 3 also for these

structures, for which we had not been involved in the data

collection and original structure determination.

The dependence of the REGMEAN results on the pre-

cision of the input structure bundle was investigated

Fig. 4 Structure validation scores for the regmean structures (red)

and the conformers of the input structure bundles (blue). The arrow to

the left of each subfigure indicates the direction in which the score

value becomes more favorable. a, b ProQ: MaxSub and LGscore.

c–f WHAT_CHECK: Ramachandran plot appearance, v1/v2 rotamer

normality, packing, and backbone conformation quality. g, h PRO-

CHECK-NMR: percentage of residues in the most favored region of

the Ramachandran plot (Rama G-factor), and the v1 rotamer

normality (Chi-1 G-factor). Each point in the figure represents the

value obtained when this particular score is averaged over all of the

conformer’s residues for which the score could be calculated.

i Verify3D score. j ProSa2003 zp-comb score. When performing

the calculations for the protein ww2d the ProSa2003 program

crashed, thus no results can be displayed in this case. k, l MolProbity:

MolProbity score and clashscore (number of serious clashes per 1,000

atoms)
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systematically for the protein fsh2. Input structure bundles

of different precision were obtained by randomly omitting

part of the distance restraints before the structure calcula-

tion. Figure 5 shows that the RMSD of the regmean

structures to the mean remains within 20–60% (with few

exceptions for high-precision structures even within

20–40%) of the original average values for input structure

bundles with average RMSDs to the mean up to 12 Å.

However, the target function values stay low only up to

RMSDs of the input structure bundle around 5 Å, and

increase significantly thereafter. This indicates that the

useful ‘‘radius of convergence’’ of the REGMEAN algo-

rithm is about 5 Å. This covers well the range that is rel-

evant for NMR protein structures.

It has been shown that restrained energy refinement in

Cartesian space with explicit solvent can improve the

quality of NMR structures (Linge et al. 2003). To inves-

tigate the influence of such ‘‘water refinement’’ we sub-

jected the regmean structure bundles of Tables 2 and 3 to

restrained energy refinement against the AMBER force

field (Ponder and Case 2003) using the program OPALp

(Koradi et al. 2000; Luginbühl et al. 1996). The results

showed that the AMBER energy of the energy-refined

regmean structure was always within the range of the

corresponding energy-refined input conformers and that,

with a relative RMSD of 37–75%, the energy-refined reg-

mean structure remained significantly closer to the mean

coordinates of the energy-refined bundle than the average

of the individual energy-refined conformers.

The computation time requirements of the REGMEAN

algorithm are modest. On a desktop computer with four

3.4 GHz processor cores, the REGMEAN calculations of

Tables 2 and 3 took between 12 s for fspo and 148 s for smbp.

Conclusions

With the REGMEAN algorithm we introduce a new

method for generating a representative single structure in

torsion angle space from an NMR structure bundle, and we

propose to modify the way to represent NMR structures of

proteins by a ‘regmean bundle’ that combines the sim-

plicity of a single structure with the ensemble information

contained in a structure bundle. While it is standard to

represent NMR protein structures by a bundle of con-

formers rather than by a single structure, X-ray structures

are traditionally represented by a single structure. Multi-

model handling of crystallographic structural data similar

to the handling of NMR ensemble depositions in the PDB

has been proposed (Furnham et al. 2006) but has not been

widely adopted. Our method bridges the two approaches

without discarding the important information on the

uncertainty in conformation and data that is contained in an

NMR structure bundle and cannot be represented ade-

quately by a single structure. A single structure will always

be a lesser interpretation of the information from NMR, as

it will not detail the areas of the structure where there is

uncertainty.

Fig. 5 Dependence of regmean structures for the protein fsh2 on the

precision of the corresponding input structure bundles. a Target

function value of the regmean structure. b RMSD of the regmean

structure to the mean of the input structure bundle. Values on the

vertical axes are given as ratios relative to the corresponding average

values for the input structure bundle. The horizontal axis shows the

average RMSD of the input conformers to their mean coordinates

Fig. 6 Application of the REGMEAN algorithm for the transforma-

tion of X-ray crystal structures (blue) into torsion angle space (red).

a Halorhodopsin (PDB code 1E12) (Kolbe et al. 2000). b Bovine

pancreatic ribonuclease A (PDB code 3DH5) (Kurpiewska et al.

2009). c Protein AT1G79260 from A. thaliana (PDB code 3EMM)

(Bianchetti et al. 2010). In contrast to the case of NMR structure

bundles, experimental restraints were not used in the regularization

procedure and positional restraints and torsion angle restraints were

referred directly to the single input X-ray structure (instead of the

mean coordinates of an input NMR structure bundle)
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The REGMEAN algorithm has several features that

distinguish it from earlier methods to determine a single

representative structure. The regmean structure is calcu-

lated in torsion angle space which explicitly excludes dis-

tortions of bond lengths, bond angles, and planarities.

Instead of trying to reconstruct the proper molecular

geometry from the average coordinates, the generation of

the regmean structure is as far as possible a standard

CYANA structure calculation that starts from scratch and

uses the same experimental restraints and the same calcu-

lation protocol as the original structure calculation, only

supplemented by weak restraints that guide the regmean

structure as far as possible towards the center of the ori-

ginal structure bundle. These supplementary restraints are

sufficient to obtain a structure in close proximity to the

average coordinates, while at the same time being weak

enough to allow the experimental restraints to be fulfilled

equally well or better than by the conformers of the original

structure bundle. Initially, we attempted to achieve a sim-

ilar result by the simpler approach of computing a large

number of interatomic distances from the average coordi-

nates, and applying them, with certain tolerances, as dis-

tance restraints in a recalculation of the structure with

CYANA. However, the results were clearly inferior to

those of the REGMEAN algorithm (data not shown).

The search for an ‘‘ideal’’ single-structure representative

of an ensemble of NMR structures has been approached in

several ways. In general, the goal of such methods can be

summarized as either the identification of an existing

structure, in the ensemble in question, which is most rep-

resentative (Betancourt and Skolnick 2001; Kelley et al.

1996; Zhang and Skolnick 2004), or the generation of a

new structure that is structurally close to the average

coordinates computed across the ensemble, e.g. by Carte-

sian space restrained energy minimization of the average

structure (Nilges et al. 1988), Newton–Raphson minimi-

zation in torsion angle space (Thomas and Pastore 2005),

Monte Carlo (Dukka 2009), and procedures from model

building (Rotkiewicz and Skolnick 2008). These approa-

ches bear the risk of introducing averaging effects, arising

from poorly-defined regions in the structures or from het-

erogenous ensembles. Several methods have been com-

pared by analyzing the resulting structures with respect to

Ramachandran plot and v1 distributions (Sutcliffe 1993;

Thomas and Pastore 2005), or van-der-Waals clashes

(Dukka 2009; Rotkiewicz and Skolnick 2008).

The fact that the regmean structure bundle can be treated

as a conventional NMR structure bundle enables its use,

without change, in all software packages that can handle

structure bundles, and for the deposition of NMR structures

in the Protein Data Bank (Berman et al. 2000), a procedure

that is not straightforward for more sophisticated approa-

ches to represent NMR structure ensembles, e.g. by re-

weighted atomic probability densities (Schwieters and

Clore 2002).

Finally, it should be noted that the torsion angle space

regularization method of the REGMEAN algorithm can

readily be used for other applications, including the gen-

eration of structural models of point-mutated proteins, the

transformation of crystal structures into torsion angle space

(Fig. 6), and the application of ‘‘soft’’ rigid body restraints

in structure calculations. The latter can be used, for

instance, to maintain the conformations of transmembrane

helices in NMR structure calculations of membrane pro-

teins with sparse experimental data by treating each

transmembrane helix as a ‘‘domain’’ in the sense of the

REGMEAN algorithm (Reckel et al. 2011).
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Appendix

Bimodal averages and standard deviation of torsion

angles

If the values S ¼ f/1; . . .;/ng of a torsion angle / are

clustered in two separate regions it makes little sense to

determine an average value. Instead it is meaningful to

split the set S into two disjoint subsets S1 and S2 for the

purpose of computing two bimodal average values /1 ¼
arg
P

k2s1
ei/k and /1 ¼ arg

P
k2s2

ei/k of the torsion

angle values in S1 and S2, respectively. The choice of S1

and S2 is optimal if it minimizes the bimodal standard

deviation

rð2Þ/ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n

Xn

k¼1

min /k � /1

�� ��; 2p� /k � /1

�� ��; /k � /2

�� ��; 2p� /k � /2

�� ��� �2

s
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that results from summing for each torsion angle value

/k the squared deviation from the closer of the two

bimodal average values /1 and /2, taking into account

the periodicity.

It would be computationally inefficient to evaluate rð2Þ/

for each of the 2n possible choices of the subsets S1 and S2.

To determine a good approximation of the optimal bimodal

average values in polynomial time, we first calculate the

n 9 n matrix of torsion angle differences D/ij ¼
min /i � /j

�� ��; 2p� /i � /j

�� ��� �
. For all pairs (i, j) with

D/ij [ p=4 (to avoid splitting into two hardly separated

clusters), we compute f/1 ¼ arg
P

k:D/ki �D/kj
ei/k and f/2 ¼

arg
P

k:D/ki [D/kj
ei/k . (In the exponential functions i denotes

the imaginary unit
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1;
p

otherwise the index i.) The devia-

tions of the individual torsion angle values /k from f/1 and f/2

are given by d1k ¼ min /k � f/1

���
���; 2p� /k � f/1

���
���

� �
and

d2k ¼ min /k � f/2

���
���; 2p� /k � f/2

���
���

� �
for k = 1, …, n.

The corresponding subsets are S1 ¼ fk d1k � d2kj g and

S2 ¼ fk d1k [ d2kj g. We choose the optimal subsets S1 and S2

from the pair (i, j) that yields the largest value ofP
k2S1

ei/k

�� ��þ
P

k2S2
ei/k

�� �� to obtain the bimodal average

values /1 and /2. If S2 contains more elements than S1, we

exchange the values of /1 and /2 such that /1 always cor-

responds to the cluster with the larger number of elements.
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